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ADDISON ROSS ANNOUCES COLOURFUL SPRING LAUNCHES ON 
ADDISONROSS.COM 

  
Luxury homeware brand Addison Ross is delighted to announce new Spring 
launches on addisonross.com for home and gifting inspiration. Renowned for their 
stunning photo frames and other home décor, the latest must-have items include a 
turquoise scalloped tray, pink jewellery box and new sizes of the popular curved 
frame design, all making wonderful additions to the existing collections. Available 
online at www.addisonross.com  
 
Addison Ross’s large turquoise scalloped tray is a joyful addition to the best-selling 
colourful range already available, which includes pink, yellow, orange and blue 
designs. Whether used for at-home entertaining, carrying drinks and canapes, or 
simply to display flowers and home items, these cheerful trays enhance any interior, 
with the scalloped edge adding a decorative twist. For a more neutral look, white and 
grey scalloped trays are available in three different sizes to create interiors that are 
smart and inviting. (Scalloped trays from £77) 
 
Designed for modern living and to keep clutter out of sight, Addison Ross’s lacquer 
boxes offer the perfect storage solution, and the larger sizes can now be divided for 
Jewellery, Watches, Glasses or kept empty. Available in a selection of colours, from 
pale blue, pink and green to chiffon grey and cream, these elegant boxes are ideal 



for hallways, living rooms and bedrooms and easily coordinate with any interior. 
(Boxes from £48) 

 
For a special gift for loved ones or a luxurious treat to oneself, Addison Ross offers a 
unique service through their Print & Fit function. Customers simply choose a frame 
and upload a photo and Addison Ross print and frame it, free of charge. The service 
now applies to the multi frames, so customers can effortlessly frame momentous 
milestones and special celebrations.  
 
New photo frames this Spring include acrylic magnet frames and multi hanging wall 
frames, all of which offer real longevity for the home. Favourite Instagram photos can 
also easily be framed in the ever-popular curved enamel frames, which now boast 
new size options, including square (5 x 5 IN) and large (8 X 10 IN). (Frames from 
£20) 
 
Founded in 1978, the British family-owned brand continues to bring a constant 
source of inspiration to the home, providing customers with original gifts of luxury, 
quality and elegant style at affordable prices. Their collection continues to expand 
with exciting new designs expected to launch later this year.  
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